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ABSTRACT
We present the results of XMM-Newton observations of two AM CVn systems – V396 Hya and SDSS J1240-01. Both systems are
detected in X-rays and in the UV: neither shows coherent variability in their light curves. We compare the rms variability of the X-ray
and UV power spectra of these sources with other AM CVn systems. Apart from ES Cet, AM CVn sources are not strongly variable
in X-rays, while in the UV the degree of variability is related to the systems apparent brightness. The X-ray spectra of V396 Hya
and SDSS J1240-01 show highly non-solar abundances, requiring enhanced nitrogen to obtain good fits. We compare the UV and
X-ray luminosities for 7 AM CVn systems using recent distances. We find that the X-ray luminosity is not strongly dependent upon
orbital period. However, the UV luminosity is highly correlated with orbital period with the UV luminosity decreasing with increasing
orbital period. We expect that this is due to the accretion disk making an increasingly strong contribution to the UV emission at shorter
periods. The implied luminosities are in remarkably good agreement with predictions.
Key words. accretion, accretion disks – stars: binaries: close – stars: novae, cataclysmic variables – stars: white dwarfs –
X-rays: binaries – ultraviolet: stars
1. Introduction
Ultra-compact AM CVn binaries consist of a white dwarf which
accretes from a degenerate (or semi-degenerate) companion star
in a very short period binary. They are observed to have orbital
periods shorter than ∼70 min. These systems allow us to observe
accretion flows which are hydrogen-deficient, which provides an
important comparison with their hydrogen-dominated counter-
parts (the “classical” cataclysmic variables).
Until very recently they were not well studied in X-rays or
in the UV. Ramsay et al. (2005) presented XMM-Newton ob-
servations of 4 AM CVn system which showed that each sys-
tem was easily detected at X-ray energies. Further, they showed
that a large proportion of the accretion energy of AM CVn sys-
tems was emitted in the UV. Observations of the shortest pe-
riod AM CVn, ES Cet, shows that it too is seen in X-rays
(Strohmayer 2004b). (The two systems with shorter periods,
RX J0806+15 at 5.3 min and RX J1914+24 at 9.5 min remain
candidate AM CVn systems.)
Until now, the sample of AM CVn systems which have
been observed using dedicated X-rays observations has been
biased towards shorter orbital periods. To rectify this bias we
have obtained observations of two AM CVn systems which
have relatively long orbital periods. V396 Hya (also known as
CE 315, Ruiz et al. 2001a), with a period of 65.2 min has
the longest orbital period of known AM CVn systems, while
SDSS J124058.03-015919.2 (hereafter SDSS J1240-01, Roelofs
et al. 2004, 2005) has the third longest (37.4 min).
2. Observations
XMM-Newton has 3 broad-band X-ray detectors with medium
energy resolution and also a 30 cm optical/UV telescope (the
Optical Monitor, OM: Mason et al. 2001). The X-ray instru-
ments contain imaging detectors covering the energy range
0.15−10 keV; one EPIC pn detector (Strüder et al. 2001) and
two EPIC MOS detectors (Turner et al. 2001). Two high reso-
lution grating spectrometers (the RGS) are also on board, but
our sources are too faint to obtain useful spectra. The observa-
tion log is shown in Table 1 where we show the mean X-ray and
UV count rates for each source.
The data were processed using the XMM-Newton Science
Analysis Software (SAS) v6.5 and analysed in a similar manner
to that described in Ramsay et al. (2005). For the OM observa-
tions, we used the UVW1 filter which has a central wavelength
of 2910 Å and a range of 2400−3400 Å. In the case of V396 Hya,
the source was just outside the fast window mode which has a
small field of view (V396 Hya also has a significant proper mo-
tion, Ruiz et al. 2001b). It was, however, seen in full window
mode which gives the mean brightness over a time interval of
typically 4400 s. In contrast SDSS J1240-01 was observed in
the OM fast window mode.
3. Light curves
V396 Hya was relatively bright in X-rays (Table 1) giving an ap-
parent count rate greater than that of AM CVn and CR Boo, but
less than HP Lib and GP Com (Ramsay et al. 2005). In contrast
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Table 1. The observation log for V396 Hya and SDSS J1240-01. The
exposure time is that of the EPIC pn detector. The count rate refers to
the mean count rate in the EPIC pn detector (0.15−10 keV) and the
UVW1 filter (2400−3400 Å).
Source Date Exp EPIC UV
(ks) Ct/s Ct/s
V396 Hya 2005-07-20 27.9 0.38 1.65
SDSS J1240-01 2006-01-07 22.2 0.023 0.44
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Fig. 1. The rms of the amplitude spectra of the light curves of AM CVn
systems in the 0.1−1.0 keV X-ray band (top panel) and the UV (bottom
panel). The size of the symbol reflects the apparent brightness in that
energy. No UV fast mode data were obtained of GP Com and V396 Hya.
SDSS J1240-01 is fainter than all of the above, and only slightly
brighter than ES Cet (Steeghs et al. 2006). There is evidence for
some structure in the X-ray light curve of V396 Hya, but little in
SDSS J1240-01. In the UV, both sources were relatively bright,
but fainter than the AM CVn sources reported by Ramsay et al.
(2005) and also ES Cet (Steeghs et al. 2006). We searched for pe-
riodic variations in the X-ray and UV light curves of V396 Hya
and SDSS J1240-01, but found none.
To determine the level of variability for our wider sample of
AM CVn systems, we measured the rms of the power spectra
for each of the X-ray and UV light curves. We did this for the
0.15−1 keV energy band and the UVW1 filter using light curves
with 10 s time bins. The results are shown in Fig. 1 where the
size of the symbol reflects the relative brightness in X-rays and
the UV. In the X-ray band, there is no evidence for a correla-
tion between the degree of variability and orbital period apart
from ES Cet, which has the shortest orbital period and shows
the largest rms. In the UV, the degree of variability appears to
be related to the apparent brightness of the system, with the rms
increasing with increasing brightness.
Our variability measure reflects continuum variability at only
one epoch. For instance GP Com showed large variations in its
UV line emission which was taken to be due to irradiation of
the accretion disk or variable mass loss in a wind (Marsh et al.
1995). Further, van Teeseling & Verbunt (1994) showed a signif-
icant variation in the soft X-ray light curve of GP Com in ROSAT
observations.
4. Spectra
The X-ray spectra of the AM CVn systems in our earlier
sample were best fitted using a relatively low temperature
thermal plasma model with non-solar metallicities (e.g.
Strohmayer 2004a; Ramsay et al. 2005). UV Observations of
V396 Hya made using the HST also show a significant enhance-
ment of nitrogen (Gänsicke et al. 2003). We extracted spectra
in the same manner as before, but filtered out time intervals of
enhanced background. We fitted the spectra using the cevmkl
model in XSPEC together with a neutral absorption model. The
fits to the spectra using abundances expected from relatively low
temperature CNO processed material were poor: for the EPIC
pn spectra the fits were χ2ν = 3.52 (173 d.o.f.) for V396 Hya and
χ2ν = 2.44 (12 d.o.f.) for SDSS J1240-01.
We then set the abundances of each element to zero (i.e. a
completely ionised plasma) and then allowed each element to
vary. If there was no significant improvement to the fit, then the
abundance of that element was set back to zero and frozen. For
both V396 Hya and SDSS J1240-01 we find that a significant
amount of N improved the fits, while in the case of V396 Hya a
significant amount of Ne and less significant amount of Ca also
improved the fits. Fits using the EPIC MOS data were in agree-
ment with these findings. The EPIC pn spectra of each source
together with their best fits are shown in Fig. 2 while the best fit
spectral parameters are shown in Table 2.
To test the robustness of these results we also fitted the X-ray
spectra assuming solar abundances apart from hydrogen which
was set to zero. Each element was then allowed to vary in abun-
dance: if this resulted in no significant diﬀerence to the fit, it
was re-fixed to the solar value. In the case of SDSS J1240-01 we
find that nitrogen with an abundance of 55% greater than solar
gave a better fit to the spectrum (at the 99.1% confidence level)
and in the case of V396 Hya at an amount of 68−92% greater
than solar (at >99.99% confidence). Other spectral parameters,
such as the amount of absorption and the maximum temperature
of the plasma, were similar to that found before (cf. Table 2).
In this test, we found no evidence for an enhancement of neon
in the X-ray spectrum of V396 Hya. We conclude that nitrogen
is significantly enhanced in the X-ray spectra of V396 Hya and
SDSS J1240-01.
5. The X-ray/UV colours of AM CVn systems
Ramsay et al. (2005) showed that AM CVn, HP Lib and CR Boo
showed a much lower soft X-ray to UV ratio compared to most
hydrogen accreting Cataclysmic Variables (CVs). In contrast,
GP Com showed a ratio similar to that of the hydrogen accret-
ing CVs. We are now able to increase this sample by including
SDSS J1240-01, V396 Hya and ES Cet (Steeghs et al. 2006).
We adopt the same procedure as Ramsay et al. (2005). We
determined the unabsorbed fluxes by setting the absorption pa-
rameter in the model fits discussed earlier to zero and calcu-
lated the unabsorbed fluxes in the 0.15−0.5 keV, 2−10 keV
and UVW1 filter pass bands. These fluxes were converted
to erg s−1 cm−2 Å−1 and their colours in the 0.1−0.5 keV/UV,
0.15−0.5/2−10 keV plane are shown in Fig. 3.
It is noticeable that systems with orbital periods shorter
than 25 min are concentrated in the lower left hand corner of the
colour−colour plane, ie compared to other CVs they show either
a low soft X-ray flux or a high UV flux. In contrast, systems
with orbital periods longer than 25 min, show a steadily increas-
ing soft X-ray/UV ratio. We also show the position of the candi-
date system RX J0806+15, which is located in the far top right
hand corner of the colour−colour plane. This is not unexpected
since there is evidence that this system could be powered by a
non-accretion mechanism and so therefore would be expected
to show diﬀerent X-ray/UV colours (e.g. Hakala et al. 2004).
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Fig. 2. The EPIC pn spectra for V396 Hya (left panel) and SDSS J1240-01 (right panel) together with the best model fits using an absorbed thermal
plasma model with variable metal abundances.
Table 2. The spectral parameters derived from fitting an absorbed multi-temperature thermal plasma model with variable metal abundance, Z, to
the XMM-Newton EPIC pn data. The slope of the power law distribution of temperature, α, was fixed at 0.5, and the maximum temperature, Tmax of
the plasma are shown. We initially set all the elements to zero and allowed the abundance of each individual element to vary. We show the observed
X-ray flux in the 0.15−10 keV band, Fx,o, the unabsorbed, bolometric X-ray flux, Fx,u, the bolometric X-ray luminosity, LX. In determining the
luminosities we assume a distance of 76 pc for V396 Hya and 400 pc for SDSS J1240-01 (Table 3).
Source NH Tmax Z Fx,o Fx,u LX χ2ν(d.o.f.)
×1020 (keV) (solar) erg s−1 erg s−1 erg/s
cm−2 cm−2 cm−2
V396 Hya 3.4+0.9−0.6 5.5+0.5−0.7 6 ± 1.2 (N) 1.05+0.11−0.07 × 10−12 2.42+0.24−0.16 × 10−12 1.7+0.2−0.1 × 1030 1.30 (170)
0.8 ± 0.2 (Ne)
SDSS J1240-01 9.0+7−0.5 6.1+8.3−3.2 7.2+8.7−5.1 (N) 9.0+4.5−3.2 × 10−14 1.7+0.8−0.6 × 10−13 8.2+2.8−2.1 × 1030 1.19 (12)
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Fig. 3. The colours for the AM CVn systems in this paper; non-magnetic
CVs and the strongly magnetic CVs in the 0.15−0.5/2−10 keV,
0.15−0.5/UV plane. We also show the colours of the candidate sys-
tem RX J0806+15. The error on the colours are of a similar size as the
symbols.
It is predicted that for systems with shorter orbital periods the
emission from an accretion disk will dominate the UV emission
while for longer orbital periods the white dwarf will dominate
(e.g. Bildsten et al. 2006). This would naturally result in the ob-
served trend in the AM CVn colours seen in Fig. 3. To test this
we determine the X-ray and UV luminosities in the next sec-
tion: the UV luminosity should increase with decreasing orbital
period.
6. Luminosities
Since the paper of Ramsay et al. (2005) was published a more
accurate distance has been obtained for AM CVn and distances
have been obtained for the other systems included in this sur-
vey. We therefore determine the X-ray and UV luminosities for
our sample using the latest distances (tabulated in Table 3). We
note that the quoted distance to ES Cet was determined using
the relationship between MV and the equivalent width of the
He I λ 5876 Å line and therefore is rather uncertain (Espaillat
et al. 2005). The same authors note it could be as high as 1 kpc.
The unabsorbed, bolometric, X-ray luminosity was deter-
mined using the model fits to the X-ray spectra shown in Ramsay
et al. (2005) and in Table 2. We assume the X-ray emission is
isotropic. Since we generally have only one UV photometric
point from the XMM-Newton OM, determining the UV lumi-
nosity is therefore more model dependent than the X-ray lumi-
nosity. We assume a blackbody of given temperature then scale
the normalisation to match the observed flux at the peak of the
UVW1 filter passband (2910 Å). Although this method is rather
crude, a comparison between the above method and the flux de-
termined using the IUE spectrum of AM CVn we found that
luminosities were consistent to within 50%.
A second consideration is correctly modelling the absorption
component. Since the neutral absorption models in the X-ray
spectral fitting package XSPEC (Arnaud 1996) are not appli-
cable at UV wavelengths, we also included the UVRED model
and tied this to the hydrogen column density parameter using
the relationship between optical extinction and total absorption
column of Bohlin et al. (1978).
We also note that UV emission is likely to be due to a com-
bination of the heated white dwarf, the accretion stream and
accretion disc. While it is predicted that the disc/stream com-
ponent will be greater for shorter periods, taking a mean tem-
perature to represent the UV emission is clearly somewhat sim-
plistic. However, observations of CP Eri showed a temperature
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Table 3. The distances to our sample of AM CVn systems. The distance
to ES Cet is not certain.
Source Distance (pc) Reference
ES Cet 350 Espaillat et al. (2005)
AM CVn 606+135−95 Roelofs et al. (2006)
HP Lib 197+13−12 Roelofs et al. (2006)
CR Boo 337+43−35 Roelofs et al. (2006)
J1240-01 350−440 Roelofs et al. (2005)
525 Bildsten et al. (2006)
GP Com 75 ± 2 Roelofs et al. (2006)
V396 Hya 76+11−8 Thorstensen (priv. com.)
Table 4. The X-ray and UV luminosities of our sample of AM CVn
systems. We estimate the UV luminosities are accurate to within a
factor of ∼2−4 (see Sect. 6). We assume a distance of 500 pc for
RX J0806+15, 1 kpc for ES Cet and 400 pc for SDSS J1240-01.
Source LUV erg s−1 LX erg s−1
J0806+15 4.5 × 1031 1.5 × 1032
ES Cet 1.4 × 1034 8.2 × 1030
AM CVn 1.1 × 1034 2.8 × 1031
HP Lib 1.0 × 1034 1.4 × 1031
CR Boo 2.7 × 1033 5.2 × 1030
J1240-01 9.2 × 1031 8.2 × 1030
GP Com 1.5 × 1031 5.2 × 1030
V396 Hya 7.5 × 1030 1.7 × 1030
of 17 000 K in the quiescent state (Sion et al. 2006). Further,
predictions show that the eﬀective temperature is expected to be
in the range of ∼10 000−40 000 K (e.g. Bildsten et al. 2006).
To determine how sensitive our derived UV luminosities were
to the assumed temperature, we determined the luminosity us-
ing blackbody temperatures between 10 000−40 000 K. We find
that compared to a blackbody of kTbb = 20 000 K a blackbody
of kTbb = 10 000 K gives a luminosity a factor of 1.3 lower,
while a blackbody of kTbb = 40 000 K gives a luminosity a fac-
tor of 3.6 greater. We therefore estimate our UV luminosities
will be uncertain by a factor of ∼2−4.
We show the X-ray and UV luminosities in Table 4 and in
Fig. 4. Considering the X-ray luminosity, LX, as a function of
orbital period, Porb, first. There is no strong relationship be-
tween LX and Porb. We do note however, that AM CVn and
HP Lib (with short Porb) have higher LX than V396 Hya (the
highest Porb). The uncertainty to the distance to ES Cet gives a
correspondingly large uncertainty in its LX. In contrast, there is
a strong correlation between the UV luminosity, LUV, and Porb.
LUV increases by 3 orders of magnitude over the orbital period
range of AM CVn systems. This suggests that the decreasing
soft X-ray/UV ratio seen for AM CVn systems in Fig. 3 is due
to the UV luminosity greatly increasing for shorter binary orbital
periods. The distance to RX J0806+15 is rather uncertain, but
the UV luminosity does not follow the relationship for the other
AM CVn systems. Indeed, in contrast to the other sources, the
X-ray luminosity is greater than the UV luminosity. This is con-
sistent with a non-accretion mechanism powering this source.
7. Discussion
7.1. Abundances
In the optical, V396 Hya and SDSS J1240-01 appear to show
diﬀerent abundances, with the former showing helium lines and
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Fig. 4. The (unabsorbed) X-ray and UV luminosities of the AM CVn
systems included in this sample. The X-ray luminosities were deter-
mined using modelling the X-ray spectrum derived from XMM-Newton
data, and the UV luminosities were determined assuming a blackbody
of temperature of 30 000 K. The dotted line is the predicted accretion
luminosity – see Sect. 7.2 for details.
only a small number of nitrogen lines (Ruiz et al. 2001a), while
the latter also shows silicon and iron lines (Roelofs et al. 2005).
V396 Hya shows an optical spectrum similar to GP Com and is
thought to be a population II halo object, while SDSS J1240-01
is thought to be an “ordinary” population I object, with a higher
overall metal abundance (Roelofs et al. 2005).
Our fits to the X-ray spectra of both V396 Hya and
SDSS J1240-01 show a significant enhancement of nitrogen
compared to both the solar abundance and the expected abun-
dance from relatively low temperature CNO processed material.
This is consistent with the fits to the X-ray spectra of AM CVn,
HP Lib, CR Boo and GP Com (Ramsay et al. 2005). The appar-
ent absence of metals other than nitrogen in the X-ray spectrum
of SDSS J1240-01 could be due to the lower signal to noise of
the spectrum compared to the spectrum of V396 Hya.
7.2. Luminosities and colours
For hydrogen accreting CVs, the orbital evolution is driven by
angular momentum loss via gravitational radiation and magnetic
breaking. As systems evolve to shorter orbital periods the mass
transfer rate decreases by 2−3 orders of magnitude (e.g. King
1988). In the case of AM CVn binaries, angular momentum loss
is driven entirely by gravitational radiation. Over the orbital pe-
riod distribution of AM CVn systems, this results in a change
in the mass transfer rate of 6−7 orders of magnitude, with the
highest rate at short orbital periods (e.g. Nelemans et al. 2001).
For both hydrogen CVs and AM CVn systems, the mass transfer
rate is expected to be correlated to the accretion luminosity.
We find that in AM CVn binaries, the UV luminosity is
strongly correlated with the binary orbital period, with the
UV luminosity increasing as the orbital period gets shorter. The
relationship is so pronounced that it is unlikely to be due to un-
certainties in our method of determining the UV luminosity. This
is in contrast to hydrogen accreting CVs which show the oppo-
site relationship: LUV decreases as the orbital period gets shorter
(van Teeseling et al. 1996). This is consistent with our view of
how these binaries evolve.
The strong relationship between LUV and Porb for AM CVn
systems allows us to show that the decreasing soft X-ray/UV ra-
tio shown in Fig. 3 is due to the increasing UV luminosity of the
system. We suggest that this is due to UV emission from the
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accretion disk which gets increasingly prominent for systems
with orbital period less than ∼25 min. We note that based on
this relationship, a “high” distance to ES Cet is favoured.
The lack of a strong relationship between the X-ray luminos-
ity and the orbital period is also noted amongst hydrogen accret-
ing CVs. Only a weak relationship is seen (van Teeseling et al.
1996; Baskill et al. 2005). In both hydrogen accreting systems
and in AM CVn systems, it appears that the change in the accre-
tion rate is reflected in the UV emission rather than in X-rays.
How does the predicted luminosity compare with the ob-
served X-ray and UV luminosities? We simplify matters by as-
suming the accretion luminosity can be approximated by Lacc =
GM1 ˙M/R (in reality it is expected to be more complex than this)
and the mass of the primary star, M1, is taken to be 0.6 M (again
in reality M1 will span a range in mass). Again, as we noted
earlier, some fraction of the UV flux will originate from the
heated white dwarf. However, at longer orbital periods, where
the heated white dwarf is expected to make a greater contribu-
tion to the UV flux, its luminosity is expected to be several orders
of magnitude less than the solar luminosity, implying that this is
a valid assumption (Bildsten et al. 2006).
We have taken the predicted mass transfer rate for diﬀerent
sources in Table 1 of Deloye et al. (2005). The mass transfer
rate is set by a number of factors including the mass of the pri-
mary and secondary stars and the secondary stars specific en-
tropy. We took the mean mass transfer rate for each system and
smoothed the resulting curve of ˙M as a function of Porb: this is
shown in Fig. 4. The agreement with the UV luminosity, espe-
cially at shorter orbital periods in remarkable. At longer orbital
periods the predicted luminosity is slightly in excess of the com-
bined X-ray and UV luminosity, suggesting that for these long
period systems, a significant fraction of the accretion luminosity
is emitted at optical wavelengths.
8. Conclusions
We have presented X-ray and UV observations of AM CVn bi-
naries which sample their full orbital period distribution. We find
that there is no evidence for coherent modulations in their X-ray
signal. In the UV, we find strong variability in their signal be-
tween orbital periods of ∼1000−1500 s, although there is no cor-
relation between the degree of fractional variability and orbital
period.
We find that the soft X-ray/UV ratio decreases as the system
orbital period decreases. This is due to the UV luminosity in-
creasing strongly as the orbital period decreases. We suggest that
this eﬀect is due to the accretion disc providing an increasingly
dominant contribution to the UV flux as shorter periods. The
observed luminosities are in remarkably good agreement with
that predicted and also indicates that at longer orbital periods
a significant fraction of the accretion energy is also emitted at
optical wavelengths.
Our results suggest that new AM CVn systems could be dis-
covered in X-ray/UV surveys due to their UV variability and
their X-ray/UV colours.
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